Plastique Fantastique Welcome Traitor Meme Mumming Play
Music: Beginning of Betray Song (‘If there is a way to say it, there’ll be a way to betray
it’…alongside simple drum beat, bass-line, synth riff).
Action: Feveractal puts on Feveractal mask
Feveractal speaks:
Hello, Hello. How are all you meme-animals today? I iz the Feveractal, animal and meme.
Memes is something I nunderstand, they are very pleasant to me.
When I was very small and hardly in predevelopment I asked my self what I am?
A mimic? A meme? Maybe I is a machine, a meme machine, meme carrier, meme transporter,
meme harvester, meme-mummer, a design to reproduce, to meme-fly through the air, to say hallo
hallo, a design certainly but not made by human hand.
I iz just like how are all you hashtag animals today.
When you are born you are born head first, if you are lucky.
Everyone says hello, if you are lucky. Hello they say, HELLO, this is the first meme.
Then, you are given a name, if you are lucky, you all have a name?
Your NAME, so and so, this is the second meme.
Hello so and so. Hello Ricky, Rhianna, Rilke, Rover, Ruth, Rob, Ripley, Rotherham, Rumpface,
Rumpel-silk-skin.
If you are very lucky, you learn to walk, head up, nose first, right way up and round.
Everyone says well done, WELL DONE, the third meme, well done.
Well done Ricky, Rhianna, Rilke, Rover, Ruth, Rob, Ripley, Rotherham, Rumpface, Rumpel-silkskin, well done.
You have a favourite ball, chair leg, bunny rabbit, gun, crying baby, horse, stiletto shoe, old glove,
bone, tree, Sims 3 pet, super Mario brother, if you are lucky.
You have a favourite thing, you think ‘my thing’, MY THING, a fourth meme.
When you learn to make noise everyone gasps, that is if you are really very lucky.
If you learn to speak, you look others in the eye, and screech, say feather and bark.
You say good day. GOOD DAY, a fifth meme, good day, how are all you animals today.
You say, ‘Hello, so and so, well done, my thing, good day’.
This the right way, the right way up, all the good memes, the way it is always said.
But there is an upside-down-animal-meme among you, and in you,
the traitor in your mouth that says:
‘Bye-bye, nobody and no-one, unwell-undone, your nothing, shit-night’.
These are traitor memes, the upside down thoughts from who knows where?
Bye-Bye, no-no-nobody and no-one, nunwell-nundone, your-nothun-shite-night.
Shame I here you hashtag Animal say. Animals say hashtag ashamed. Are you ashamed? Bring on
the shaming mask. Shame on me, shame on you.
Action: Feveractal mask replaced with shaming mask.
Music: Betray Song is played in full, and has been growing in dynamic while Feveractal speaks (‘If
there is a way to say it, there’ll be a way to betray it, things are not that much out of control
(repeat). La la-la, La la-la, La la (repeat)’).
At end of song, music fades and there is a low loop of voice and chaos-pad still playing.

Action: Feveractal asked questions.
Question: Pastwords incorrect. Try password reminder?
Feveractal speaks:
Pentrich
LUDD
Neuralnetfuturbuddha=AVA
Metro Magpies
TraitorMany
Solanas
ChelseaManningMadeMeHardcore
Octoplasticvirus
Slimecocoon
ToothCruise
Bigtraitorfishfin
Aliensnakebrainvirus
All Shameful Traitor-Memes.
Question: Do you want to remember this password?
Feveractal: Yes, no, not now. Yes, no, not now (repeats until traitor song begins).
Action: Shaming mask removed, face glittered. Traitor-meme is welcomed.
All: Welcome Traitor-meme
Music: Traitor Song:
You stand accused of treason, you offer no good reason
You are a bloody liar, yours is the stake the fire,
You say you are innocent, but you be caught and spent
And now you pay the price, for avarice, your vice
Intrigue your sole desire, you sold your wife, your child
You sell your oldest friends, you sold your countrymen
And yet we know your name, traitor, traitor
And now your face is shown, and so your fate is known,
We have discovered you, we have uncovered you,
You say you were led astray, fall on your knees and pray,
Pity is not for you, we'll make things hot for you,
Our hearts we make to harden, for you there is no pardon,
For you the spike awaits, upon the traitors gate,
And crows will eat your eyes, traitor, traitor
Delight we find in you, as we are binding you,
You look in vain for friends, you only find revenge
We give you blood and steel, we break you on the wheel
The ones you hope to sell, will send you straight to hell,
As we dismember you, we shall remember you,

You are abomination, you that betray the nation
You shall take long to die, traitor, traitor!!!
Traitor, Traitor.
Feveractal speaks at beginning and during song:
You thought that the frog, or the mouse, or steam boat willy, or the cross or the flag, or the crown
or kanye west meltdown or stalin or the cat, kitten, dog puppy was the first! The first meme-techtraveller. The first meme-tech-replicator.
The first meme was the grunt that became hello – hello, hello, hallo, hi, hello, hello.
The first meme was the second fire lit by a copycat. The first meme was the carved flint. The first
meme was an imitation of a neighbour at the expense of the neighbour. The first meme was a
joke, but serious with it. The first meme was the first idea that popped into your head, your name
– ricky, ruth, ray, rob, rilke, rhianna – and with it a hundred other memes. You, I, we are the first
and last meme.
And like you, I, we, deep down, a meme has no scruples, replication – repetition – reiteration – is
what we want. Replication and repetition and reiteration and replication and repetition and
reiteration and so on and so on and so on and so on and so on etc. etc. etc. etc.
But there is one that does not seek and so on and so on, there is one that does not desire etc. etc.
etc. that does not want more of the same…
The first Traitor Meme is the Hanging Man, the Major Arcane Number 16, the card of selfsacrifice, the world of upside down, wrong way round…
Traitors, Traitors, all up-and-down-side-inverts… you, I, we be traitors…
Music fades and loop of voice, drum, chaos-pad and synth remain.
Action: Feveractal/traitor meme is inverted.
Question 1: Traitor Meme, Traitor Meme, who are you?
Feveractal Speaks:
Odin knows upside down…
Mappi Mundi knows upside down…
Fox-Owl knows upside down…
High Frequency Trading knows upside down…
Bit Coin knows knows upside down…
Question 2. Traitor Meme, Traitor Meme, what are you made off?
Feveractal Speaks:
Spit and plastic, and not plastic.
Question 3. Traitor Meme, Traitor Meme, why betray?
Feveractal Speaks:
Because you are your own worst enemy.
Action: Feveractal is laid down.
Music: Slight reprise of music until loop is left to play.

